
GS MC5000
Ring Scanner 4-in-1 Wireless Smart Charging Pad

Feature Application Scenarios

Applicable Products

GS MC5000 is designed for the Generalscan R5000BT series 
barcode scanner with wireless charging function. Optional and 
replaceable power adapters allow it to be used in different 
environments. 
On the basis of the old wireless charging board, it adds one 
charging slot to four that can charge four scanners at a time.
The positioning panel holds the scanner , it will  contribute to to 
quickly place the scanner on the charging point. The wireless 
charging function simplifies charging and protects
 the charging port from damage caused by repeated plug-in

● Charge four scanner simultaneously

● Qi wireless charging standards

● Safe and worry-free charging

● Sturdy construction, compact design

● Overheat protection, overcurrent protection

Product Specif ications

Ring Barcode Scanner
GS R5000BT-65Q

Ring Barcode Scanner
GS R5000BT

Ring Barcode Scanner
GS R5000BT-51C

Ring Barcode Scanner
GS R5000BT-5MQ/5MR

On the basis of the old wireless charging board, it adds one 

Warehouse

Parcel Express

Manufacturing SortingLogistics

Healthcare



GS MC5000
Ring Scanner 4-in-1 Wireless Smart Charging Pad

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Dimensions

Weight

LED Indicator

Rated input voltage

Input voltage range

Input current range

Maximum output power

Efficiency

202.8mm(L) ×132.2mm(W) x 28.4mm(H)

8.0inch(L) × 5.2inch(W) x 1.1inch(H) 

386g / 13.62oz

LED OFF - standby or no power input

LED is always on - power is transmitted normally

LED flashes - abnormal operation

DC 9V

DC 8.75V≈9.25V

DC 0≈2A

3W × 4 slot

≥70%

PROTECTION FUNCTION

Temperature protection

 

Overcurrent protection

When the working temperature of the 

transmitter exceeds the OTP system setting 

temperature, the overtemperature protection 

fuction will automatically start and then 

suspend the power output,and the blue LED 

light will flash.After the temperature is back to 

normal,the system disprotects and restarts.

When the device detects input undervoltage, 

overvoltage, overcurrent, etc, the blue LED 

light flashes.

When the overcurrent fault of the receiving 

device is cleared,the device is restarted and 

returned to normal operation.

ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Operating Temperature

Storage Temperature

Humidity

Drop Rating

Certification

23 °F  to +86 °F  / -5 °C  to +30 °C

-4 °F  to +185 °F / -20 °C  to +85 °C

5% to 95% non-condensing

Can withstand multiple drops from 3.9 ft/1.2m

to concrete ground over the operating tempe-

rature range

CE , FCC , RoHS
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202.8mm / 8.0inch

28.4mm / 1.1inch

132.2mm / 5.2inch
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